
Copy of Letter sent to the Foreign Editor of DER STERN Magazine of Germany: 
 
Webb's Commentary that the German State is equally to be blamed for the United States 
attacks against Iraq, as offered to the Foreign Affiars Editor of Stern Magazine in the 
letter re-printed below.  When I offered my commentary to Stern, the Stern magazine had 
just published a cover story on the U.S. war against Iraq, with a drawing of the U.S. 
President George Bush with a captioin "morally bankrupt."  Thus, the Stern magazine has 
made it out that only Bush is responsible for the carnage that has gone on in Iraq by the 
U.S. bombings and occupations forces.  I have replied to Stern with reasoned analzsis 
proving that the German State is equally liable.  My reasonings are given below in my 
commentary. 
 
To: Schramm, Helga <mailto:schramm.helga@stern.de>  
Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2004 12:06 PM  
Subject:  U.S. War and the Constitution of the United States,  
  and the U.S.-Germany Relations 
  
Dear Mr. Meroth [the foreign affairs editor of Stern Magazine],  
 
 I do not know what you mean that the essentials of my "proposals" I could 
already have read in Stern.  You wrote:  
 "Dear Mr. Webb, thank you very much for your e-mails and the attached 
 documents. But the essentials of your proposals you already could have read in 
 stern magazine.  
 
 kindest regards,  
 Peter Meroth, Foreign editor" 
 
 [The "attached documents" which the Editor mentioned are the main essays on the 
Constitution of the United States that are contained in this file, including the 
ConstitutionWar, and the letters to the German Government Foreign Minister, Fischer, 
and Justice Minister Zupris.] 
 
 I telephoned your office, to give your editors my opinion and judgment that the 
German State is every much responsible for the carnage that has gone on in Iraq, since 
the German Government gave permission, assistance, and support to the United States for 
the U.S. attacks against Iraq -- 20,000 bombs thrown on Iraq in March, 2003 -- 
Therefore, it is not only President Bush that is, in your words, "morally bankrupt." Your 
State need only look into the mirror, to see who else has made this war.  
 
 I outlined briefly to your assistant Ms. Schramm (who took my call, when I was 
transferred to your office) my constitutional law analysis that bears on the matter of the 
war and the U.S. German relations about it, and she asked me to send my essays to your 
email inbox, which I have done.  
   



 You wrote that the essentials of my "proposals" (what did I propose?), I could 
have read in stern. Please inform me and send me a copy of what foremost passage in 
Stern that I could have read to see my proposals essentially.  
 
 Has your news magazine reported with photographs the U.S. bomber planes using 
military bases in Germany to make the attacks on Iraq? And all the aids and assistances, 
employments, and money makings, which the German State has given and received to 
and from the United States in the war operations based in Germany? I wish to know the 
answer, and if so, that you provide me with a copy of what your magazine has reported. 
Saudi Arabia did not give permission nor allow the U.S. to use íts bases in Saudi Arabia 
in making its attacks! Why did the German Government allow it? and protect, assist and 
suport the U.S. in its making those attacks?  
 
 Have you reported that the NATO "treaty," really an Alliance , is judged, and 
demonstrated to be, unlawful -- unconstitutional - a violation of the Constitution of the 
United States, as is the U.S. War against Iraq, ... by a most serious and comprehensive 
analysis of the United States Constitution, isssued by a U.S. citizen? Do Germans profit 
from the U.S. military bases in Germany?  
 
 I recommend that you and some persons or persons of your trust, study my papers 
essays and analyses carefully. Your State , Germany, meaning your civil society, has the 
duty under the laws of nature -- what is naturally right -- not to enter into alliances with 
another state, if the Government of that foreign State has not been by the Constitution of 
that State empowered to enter into alliances with other Nations. That is, you are obliged 
to know about the legality or validity of the alleged powers of the U.S. Government to 
make contracts of alliance with you. When the U.S. Government violates the Constitution 
of the United States, they hurt the People of America, as well as the people of other 
lands, when the U.S. makes war against them; and therefore, you ought to take care to 
examine the validity of the powers assumed by the U.S. Government in making wars and 
entering into alliances with Germany. Also, if anyone of your editors or you, or your 
consultants, thinks I am wrong in any particular point or points, please discuss the matter.  
 
 I request the information as I have asked for above.  
with friendly regards, hoping that honesty and other goodness will prevail in Germany,  
 
Richard Webb  
Raiffeisen Strasse 1  
86868 Mittelneufnach  
Bayern 
 
 
 


